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calm definition meaning merriam webster May 22 2024 the meaning of calm is a
period or condition of freedom from storms high winds or rough activity of
water how to use calm in a sentence synonym discussion of calm
calm synonyms 310 similar and opposite words merriam Apr 21 2024 some common
synonyms of calm are peaceful placid serene and tranquil while all these words
mean quiet and free from disturbance calm often implies a contrast with a
foregoing or nearby state of agitation or violence
209 synonyms antonyms for calm thesaurus com Mar 20 2024 find 209 different
ways to say calm along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com
calm definition meaning dictionary com Feb 19 2024 calm describes something
that is still or barely moving like a pond or a lake calm can also describe
something that is relaxed or free from excitement as in yolanda felt calmer
after meditating for a few minutes
calm definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 18 2024 as a verb it
describes making someone steady and still in other words calm taking a walk or
calling a friend might help you calm down when you are upset as a noun calm is
a state of peace or stillness the calm of your neighborhood at daybreak or the
calm you seek when you exercise
calm the 1 app for meditation and sleep Dec 17 2023 calm is the 1 mental health
app designed to help you manage stress sleep better and live a happier
healthier life our research based tools help you build life changing habits to
support your mental health
calm definition in the cambridge english dictionary Nov 16 2023 to stop someone
feeling upset angry or excited he tried to calm the screaming baby by rocking
it back and forth thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples calm someone s fears
to make someone feel less worried about something we very much want to calm
people s fears and give them the information they need
calm in thesaurus 1000 synonyms antonyms for calm Oct 15 2023 what s the
definition of calm in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence
examples define calm meaning and usage
calm english meaning cambridge dictionary Sep 14 2023 to stop someone feeling
upset angry or excited he tried to calm the screaming baby by rocking it back
and forth thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples calm someone s fears to make
someone feel less worried about something we very much want to calm people s
fears and give them the information they need see more
calm 168 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Aug 13 2023 calm thesaurus a
calm person calm these are words and phrases related to calm click on any word
or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of calm a calm
person the children were all calm and quiet during story time synonyms and
examples cool he was very cool about the problem and didn t shout or lose his
temper
what is another word for calm wordhippo Jul 12 2023 find 3 813 synonyms for
calm and other similar words that you can use instead based on 20 separate
contexts from our thesaurus
calm adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Jun 11 2023 kɑːm
comparative calmer superlative calmest not excited nervous or upset it is
important to keep calm in an emergency he always stays calm under pressure try
to remain calm her voice was surprisingly calm he was calm and cool in a crisis
they were impressed by her calm demeanour
calm definition and meaning collins english dictionary May 10 2023 calm is used
to refer to a quiet still or peaceful atmosphere in a place the house projects
an atmosphere of calm and order if someone says that a place is calm they mean
that it is free from fighting or public disorder when trouble has recently
occurred there or had been expected



calm definition meaning dictionary com Apr 09 2023 freedom from agitation
excitement or passion tranquility serenity we look forward to the calm of the
island after the summer residents have all returned to the mainland she faced
the possibility of death with complete calm verb used with object to make calm
he calmed the excited dog
2024 calm review we tested the popular meditation app Mar 08 2023 calm is a
mindfulness app for both newcomers and meditation enthusiasts it can help users
find inner peace and navigate life s stressors employees at healthline have
even tested it out to
calm find out everything about this english word collins Feb 07 2023
definitions of calm 1 a calm person does not show or feel any worry anger or
excitement 2 if you calm someone you do something to make them feel less angry
worried or excited 3 calm is used to refer to a quiet still or peaceful
atmosphere in a place
as calm as a english examples in context ludwig Jan 06 2023 as calm as a is a
correct and usable phrase in written english you can use it to describe a
person or situation in which there is a great feeling of calm and serenity for
example the hikers slowly made their way down the trail their movements as calm
as a moonlit lake
calm translation english to japanese cambridge dictionary Dec 05 2022 to make
someone stop feeling upset angry or excited ������� ����� the police tried to
calm the crowd a calming effect phrasal verbs calm down noun no plural uk kɑːm
us kɑm
calming translation in japanese bab la Nov 04 2022 calm adj ja ���� ���� ��� ��
��� volume up calmly adv ja ����� ���� ���� ���� volume up calmness noun ja ��
���� volume up calm noun
英語 calm の意味 読み方 表現 weblio英和辞書 Oct 03 2022 1 � �� �� � � ��� ��� ���� ��� stormy
2 �� �� ��� ����� they were calm in the face of disaster
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